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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the paragraph in the United States has a long and storied history in
composition studies (e.g. Christensen, 1965; Karrfalt, 1968) that likely reached its
zenith with the ‘‘Symposium on the Paragraph’’ held at the annual College Composition
and Communications conference in 1965. Most studies analyzing the paragraph have
focused on the rhetorical role of the paragraph within an essay or the structure of the
1
paragraph as a homogeneous entity. Rhetorically, paragraphs follow roles as
introductory paragraphs, body paragraphs, or concluding paragraphs. Internally, a
paragraph’s structure includes topic sentences, body sentences, coordinating and
subordinating sentences, and concluding sentences (Christensen, 1965; Grady, 1971).
The rhetorical roles and structures of paragraphs have been standardized over the past
40 years or so and distinctions between paragraph features and paragraph types are
commonly found in composition textbooks and taught in composition classes,
especially in the United States. Our focus in this study is not on redefining the
paragraph or its purpose, but on further exploring the linguistic construction of different
paragraph types using computational tools.
We take a novel approach in this study by combining corpus and computational
linguistic approaches for text analysis and comparing them with human judgments of
text type (i.e., a gold standard). Our goal is to provide a linguistic model that permits
the discrimination of paragraph types based on linguistic features. Discriminating
among paragraph types will allow us to better understand their underlying linguistic
features and afford us the opportunity to explain how these linguistic features function
within paragraph structures and how they relate to the rhetorical role of the paragraphs.
Developing empirically based models of paragraph types and functions will help
writers better understand the form and structure of paragraphs and, as a result, help
them more efficiently organize essays as well as perceive important links between
sentences, paragraphs, and compositions. Computational models of paragraph types
can also be used to automatically evaluate texts in intelligent tutoring systems that
teach writing skills as well as provide real-time feedback to students regarding the
structural patterns and linguistic quality of an essay.

1.1

Paragraph Structure

A paragraph is generally defined as a group of sentences developing a central theme.
Paragraphs have often been treated as homogeneous elements that share many similar
features regardless of their location in an essay. Therefore, paragraph structure has been
argued to be both definable and traceable, much like the structure of sentences (Becker,
1965; Christensen, 1965; Cohan, 1976). Paragraphs have also been described as
recognizable units of linguistic structure (Warner, 1979) that can be separated based on
grammatical structure (Becker, 1965) and semantic relationships (i.e., content;
Christensen, 1965). Such assertions are based on studies that demonstrate readers can
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reliably agree on the location of removed paragraph boundaries (Bond & Hayes, 1984;
Koen, Becker, & Young, 1969; Young & Becker, 1966). These studies have shown that
readers can distinguish original paragraph boundaries that have been removed, even
when content words are replaced with nonsense words, based on the cohesive
properties of the paragraph (i.e., pronoun reference and word repetition) and the length
of sentences and the text (Bond & Hayes, 1984).
The theme of the paragraph is often found in an identifiable topic sentence
(Christensen, 1965; Oshima & Hogue, 1997; Warner, 1979; Warriner, 1958) meant to
limit the scope of the paragraph (Arnaudet & Barrett, 1990). However, research has
shown that topic sentences are only produced in about half of all paragraphs
(McCarthy, Renner, Duncan, Duran, Lightman, & McNamara, 2008; Popken, 1987,
1988). When a topic sentence is used, it is thought to limit the scope of the paragraph
such that each paragraph has identifiable characteristics that set it apart from other,
individual paragraphs.
Linguistically, sentences within paragraphs also cohere, generally through repetition
of key words (Christensen, 1965) and conjunctions (Warner, 1979). From a rhetorical
position, this cohesiveness is often referred to as subordination, coordination
(Christensen, 1965), or addition (Karrfalt, 1968). Subordination reveals itself in either
grammatical or semantic subordination. Grammatical subordination involves anaphor,
transitional markers (e.g. therefore, nevertheless, thus), the use of word repetition
(especially root words), and the use of synonyms to link similar words. Coordination
between sentences links equivalent ideas generally through parallel structures such as
similar syntactic structures and semantic groupings. Addition requires that an additional
sentence be added at the end of a paragraph that generalizes the previous sentences.
However, textual cohesion, especially as found in subordination and coordination, is
argued to vary across paragraph types (Christensen, 1965).

1.2

Essay Structure

Paragraphs come to form the basic structure of an essay. The most common such
structure found in writing classes and texts books in the United States is the fiveparagraph theme (FPT; Albertson, 2007; Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry,
2003; Kinneavy & Warriner, 1993; Nunnally, 1991). The FPT is argued to be both a
beneficial and disadvantageous writing strategy. The FPT outline is beneficial because it
provides a set structure from which to develop a rhetorical position. Additionally, high
school students that rely on the organizational theme of the FPT in standardized testing
situations are just as likely to earn high scores as those that use non-formulaic schemes
(Albertson, 2007). However, the FPT is considered disadvantageous because it does not
balance the rhetorical needs of the audience, the writing purpose, and the message. As
a result, essays written using the FPT may not convey contextually sensitive information
(Hillocks, 2005; Mabry, 1999). For high school and freshmen college students, the
usefulness of the FPT is thought to outweigh its potential for limiting creativity because
it is seen as a useful guide for early essay writing success that eventually may prime
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developing writers to advance their writing techniques and modes of expression
(Haswell, 1986). The importance of the FPT in the United States is even more
consequential when one considers the reality of using standardized testing metrics such
as the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) or the American College Test (ACT), which
privilege the FPT and likely influence teacher practice (Brindley & Schneider, 2002;
Hillocks, 2002).
In the United States, the focus on the FPT has contributed to clarifying the definition
of essay structure at the paragraph level. This structure includes an introduction
paragraph, followed by body paragraphs that support the topic of the introduction, and
a conclusion paragraph that summarizes the paper (Grady, 1971). These paragraph
types come to structure the FPT essay.

1.3

Paragraph Types

Recommendations for writing the various types of paragraphs found in essays abound
in writing textbooks, but were likely standardized by Grady (1971). Grady’s guidelines
2
were specific for introductory, body, and concluding paragraphs. He argued that
introductions should begin with the main idea of the paper as found in the topic
sentence and then present the supporting arguments to be discussed in general detail.
These sentences should be immediately related but not interrelated. Body paragraphs
(or topic paragraphs) should be a tight grouping of ideas that expand on the supporting
arguments found in the introduction and relate to the central theme. However, each
body paragraph should be dissimilar to other supporting body paragraphs. Body
paragraphs should also be guided by a topic sentence that relates to all sentences
within the paragraph. The concluding paragraph should contain a summarization of all
the information presented in the essay without presenting new information. The
conclusion should then present a general statement of findings and speculation. Grady
did not argue that there would only be one introductory or conclusion paragraph in an
essay, but rather argued that there is a connection between text length and the number
of introductory and conclusion paragraphs in an essay such that longer essays may
contain introductions and conclusions that comprise more than one paragraph.

2. METHODS
Our purpose in this study is to test the notion that a paragraph’s structure is definable
and traceable (Christensen, 1965) by using computational, corpus, and machine
learning techniques to assess differences in paragraph types based on their position in
an essay. Our approach is very much rooted in the work of past analyses that have
examined the linguistic features of texts to better understand their rhetorical functions
(i.e., Swales, 1990; Biber, 1989). For the purposes of our study, we collected a corpus
of argumentative essays generated by college freshman composition students. We
divided the essays into paragraphs based on positioning: the initial paragraph, middle
paragraphs, and the final paragraph. We argue that these positions relate to
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introductory paragraphs, body paragraphs, and conclusion paragraphs. We then used
the computational tool Coh-Metrix (Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, & Cai, 2004) to
analyze the linguistic features in the paragraphs and used the reported findings as the
foundation for a statistical analysis. We also used human judgments of paragraph type
from the same corpus as a baseline from which to compare the efficacy of the statistical
model. Using corpus, computational, and statistical approaches, we examined whether
linguistic features can be used to distinguish essay paragraph types and to what degree
(as compared to human judgments).

2.1

Corpus Selection

The corpus used for this study was collected from undergraduate students at a large
university in the United States enrolled in a freshman composition class. The students
were not instructed to use a five-paragraph themed essay; however, the median number
of paragraphs for the collected essays was five (Mean = 5.358; Minimum = 1;
Maximum = 10), potentially reflecting the dominance of the five-paragraph theme in
the United States. The corpus was designed to consider learner variables such as age
(university students in their 20s), proficiency (average writers not in remedial
composition courses or in advanced composition courses), and mother tongue (all
native speakers of English). The corpus was also designed to consider task variables
such as medium (writing), genre (argumentative essays), prompts (three different
prompts, see Table 1 for more detail), and essay length (between 500 and 1,000 words).
The corpus was not corrected for spelling or grammar errors. The corpus has proven
reliable in past studies examining the linguistic constructs of essay writing (Crossley &
McNamara, 2009; Crossley & McNamara, 2010; McNamara, Crossley, & McCarthy,
2010). To develop the paragraph corpus used in this study, we randomly selected 182
paragraphs from the corpus from essays that contained at least 3 paragraphs. These 182
paragraphs came from 76 essays. Of these 182 paragraphs, roughly 20% were initial
paragraphs, 60% were middle paragraphs, and 20% were final paragraphs. Descriptive
statistics for this corpus are provided in Table 2.
Table 1: Essay topics in corpus
Topics
Some people say that in our modern world, dominated by science, technology,

Number of
paragraphs
71

and industrialization, there is no longer a place for dreaming and imagination.
What is your opinion?
Marx once said that religion was the opium of the masses. If he was alive at

51

the end of the 20th century, he would replace religion with television.
In his novel 'Animal Farm', George Orwell wrote "All men are equal: but some
are more equal than others". How true is this today?

60
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for corpus
Paragraph
Initial

Mean number
of words

Standard
deviation

Paragraphs in
training set

Paragraphs
in test set

Paragraphs in
total corpus

98.22

43.28

19

13

32

Middle

141.07

65.07

78

36

114

Final

103.33

59.74

24

12

36

2.2

Human Judgments

We collected human judgments of paragraph types (i.e., introduction, body, and
conclusion paragraphs) to assess human ability to distinguish among these types of
paragraphs. To collect these judgments, two human raters were extensively trained on a
paragraph type coding scheme and completed ratings on a training set. The raters were
trained to consider multiple characteristics of paragraph types such as introduction
types, theses, arguments, topic sentences, evidential sentences, conclusion summaries,
and conclusion types. After training, the expert raters scored all paragraphs in the
corpus. The raters were not given specific linguistic information about potential
differences between paragraph types. Using the coding scheme, the expert-raters
classified each paragraph on a binary (yes/no) level as to whether a paragraph was an
initial, middle, or final paragraph. The presentation of the paragraph was randomized
and raters were not told the percentage of paragraphs in each classification. The two
raters had an inter-rater reliability of r = .72. If rater differences existed, they were
resolved through discussion until agreement was met.

2.3

Statistical Analysis

To examine the hypothesis that there are linguistic features that differentiate various
paragraph types, we conducted a discriminant function analysis using computational
indices provided by Coh-Metrix. All the selected Coh-Metrix indices have been
validated in past writing studies (Crossley & McNamara, 2009; Crossley, McNamara,
Weston, & McClain Sullivan, 2011; McNamara et al., 2010) and have strong overlap to
paragraph development, writing theory, and text readability. However, the indices we
selected are specific to the tool we chose (Coh-Metrix) and thus may not reflect all
possible linguistic features that may differentiate paragraph types. The selected
measures evaluated lexical coreferentiality, semantic coreferentiality (Latent Semantic
Analysis), word frequency measures, word information measures from the MRC
Psycholinguistic database, hypernymy and polysemy values, causality, and syntactic
complexity from which to select individual indices. We also included a measure of text
length. These measures are briefly discussed below. More detailed information can be
found in Graesser et al. (2004) and McNamara, Louwerse, McCarthy, & Graesser
(2010).
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Coreferentiality
Coh-Metrix considers four forms of lexical co-reference between sentences: noun
overlap between sentences, argument overlap between sentences, stem overlap
between sentences, and content word overlap between sentences. Noun overlap
measures how often a common noun is shared between two sentences. Argument
overlap measures how often two sentences share nouns with common stems, while
stem overlap measures how often a noun in one sentence shares a common stem with
other word types in another sentence. Content word overlap measures how often
sentences share content words. Word overlap is an important indicator of text cohesion
and greater word overlap helps to construct larger units of meaning in a text (Just &
Carpenter, 1987; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1994). Word overlap is also an important
indicator of paragraph boundaries (Bond & Hayes, 1984).

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
Coh-Metrix measures semantic coreferentiality using LSA, which is a mathematical and
statistical technique for representing deeper world knowledge based on large corpora of
texts. LSA uses a general form of factor analysis to condense a very large corpus of texts
to 300-500 dimensions. These dimensions represent how often a word occurs within a
document (defined at the sentence level, the paragraph level, or in larger sections of
texts) and each word, sentence, or text is calculated as a weighted vector (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998). The relationships between the vectors
form the basis for representing semantic similarity between words. However, unlike
lexical markers of coreferentiality, LSA connects words that are semantically similar,
but may not be related morphologically. For instance, the word mouse has a higher LSA
score when compared to cat than to either dog or house.
In addition, Coh-Metrix also analyzes givenness through LSA by measuring the
proportion of new information each sentence provides according to LSA. Given
information is recoverable from the preceding discourse (Halliday, 1967) and does not
require activation (Chafe, 1975). Given information is thus less taxing on the reader's
cognitive load. To compute the LSA givenness index, each sentence in the input text is
represented by an LSA vector. The amount of new information a sentence provides is
computed from the component of the corresponding sentence vector that is
perpendicular to the space spanned by the previous sentence vectors. Similarly, the
amount of given information of a sentence is the parallel component of the sentence
vector to the span of the previous sentence vectors (Hempelmann, Dufty, McCarthy,
Graesser, Cai, & McNamara, 2005).

Word Frequency
Word frequency in Coh-Metrix refers to metrics of how frequently particular words
occur in the English language. The primary frequency count in Coh-Metrix is provided
by CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), the database from the Centre for
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Lexical Information, which consists of word frequencies reported in the 1991 version of
the COBUILD corpus, a 17.9 million-word corpus. Measuring word frequency is
important because more frequent words allow for quicker text decoding (Perfetti, 1985;
Rayner & Pollatsek, 1994). Automatic decoding reduces demands on a reader’s
working memory. In contrast, when readers have difficulty decoding a text, more
processing resources are dedicated to decoding rather than comprehension, which, in
turn, negatively affects readers’ ability to recall the text (Field, 2004). Studies have also
demonstrated that frequent words are also processed and comprehended more quickly
than infrequent words (Haberlandt & Graesser, 1985; Just & Carpenter, 1980).

Word Information (MRC Psycholinguistic Database)
Coh-Metrix calculates information at the lexical level on five psycholinguistic matrices:
familiarity, concreteness, imagability, meaningfulness, and age of acquisition. All of
these measures are reported by the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981)
and are based on the works of Paivio (1965), Toglia and Battig (1978) and Gilhooly and
Logie (1980), who used human subjects to rate large collections of words for the
targeted psychological properties. Because most MRC measures are based on
psycholinguistic experiments, the coverage of words differs among the measures (e.g.,
the database contains 9,240 words with imagery ratings and 9,392 with familiarity
ratings). Many of these indices are important for measuring the strength of word
associations and general lexical difficulty. For example, the MRC word meaningfulness
score relates to how strongly words associate with other words, and how likely words
are to prime or activate other words. In relation to lexical difficulty, MRC word
familiarity, concreteness, imagability, and age of acquisition scores measure lexical
constructs such as word exposure (familiarity), word abstractness (concreteness), the
evocation of mental and sensory images (imagability), and intuited order of lexical
acquisition (age of acquisition). For a full review of these indices as reported by CohMetrix, refer to Salsbury, Crossley, and McNamara (2010).

Hypernymy and Polysemy Indices
Coh-Metrix tracks the relative ambiguity of a text by calculating its lexical, polysemy
value, which refers to the number of meanings or senses within a word. Coh-Metrix
tracks the relative specificity of a text by calculating its lexical, hypernymy value, which
refers to the number of levels a word has in a conceptual, taxonomic hierarchy. The
number of meanings and the number of levels attributed to a word are measured in
Coh-Metrix using WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998; Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, &
Miller, 1990). For instance, on a hypernymic scale, animal would be less specific than
dog. According to the polysemy value, class (Her clothes have class. The class was
short. I am class of 99.) would be considered more ambiguous than lentil, which has
only one sense.
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Causal Cohesion
Causal Cohesion is measured in Coh-Metrix by calculating the ratio of causal verbs to
causal particles (Dufty, Hempelmann, et al., 2005). The incidence of causal verbs and
causal particles in a text relates to the conveyance of causal content and causal
cohesion. The causal verb count is based on the number of main causal verbs identified
through WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998; Miller et al., 1990). These include verbs such as
kill, throw, and pour. The causal particle count is based on a defined set of causal
particles such as because, consequence of, and as a result. Causality is an important
indicator of relations between events and actions (i.e., stories with an action plot or
science texts with causal mechanisms). Causality can also show causal relationships
between simple clauses at the sentential level (Pearson, 1974-1975).

Syntactic Complexity
Syntactic complexity is measured by Coh-Metrix in four major ways. First, there is an
index that calculates the mean number of words before the main verb with the
assumption that more words before the main verb lead to more complex syntactic
structure. Second, there is an index that measures the mean number of high level
constituents (sentences and embedded sentence constituents) per word with the
understanding that more higher-level constituents per word leads to a more complex
syntactic structure. Coh-Metrix also calculates an index that assesses syntactic similarity
by measuring the uniformity and consistency of the syntactic constructions in the text.
This index not only looks at syntactic similarity at the phrasal level, but also takes
account of the parts of speech involved. The uniformity of syntax across sentences
results in overlap between sentences, leading to text that is easier to process. In
contrast, sentences that demonstrate complex syntactic constructions such as
embedded constituents are more difficult to process and comprehend (Perfetti, Landi, &
Oakhill, 2005).

Connectives and Logical Operators
Coh-Metrix examines the density of connectives on two dimensions. The first
dimension contrasts positive versus negative connectives, whereas the second
dimension is associated with particular classes of cohesion identified by Halliday and
Hasan (1976) and Louwerse (2001). These connectives are associated with positive
additive (also, moreover), negative additive (however, but), positive temporal (after,
before), negative temporal (until), positive logical (and, also, then, in sum, next) and
causal (because, so) measures. Connectives help link ideas and clauses and lead to
more cohesive texts (Crismore, Markkanen, & Steffensen, 1993; Longo, 1994) that
contain more text organizational clues (van de Kopple, 1985). The logical operators
measured in Coh-Metrix include variants of or, and, not, and if-then combinations.
Logical connectors relate to a text’s density and abstractness and correlate with working
memory demands (Costerman & Fayol, 1997).
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Total Number of Words in the Text
While not exactly a linguistic feature, text length plays an important role in writing
quality because more proficient writing generally contains more words (Crossley &
McNamara, in press). The number of words in a text also relates to the density of text
propositions (Kintsch & Keenan, 1973) and is an important indicator of paragraph
boundaries (Bond & Hayes, 1984).

2.4

Variable Selection

To select the individual indices from the chosen Coh-Metrix measures, we used training
and test sets (Witten & Frank, 2005). We divided the corpus into two sets: a training set
(n = 121) and a test set (n = 61) based on a 67/33 split. The purpose of the training set
was to identify which of the variables contained within the chosen Coh-Metrix banks of
indices best distinguished the paragraph types based on positioning in the essays. These
selected variables were later used to predict the paragraph types in the training set
using a discriminant function analysis (DFA; described below). We then used the DFA
model to analyze the paragraphs in the test set. Testing the explanatory power of the
DFA model on the test set allowed us to accurately predict the performance of our
model on an independent corpus (Witten & Frank, 2005). The results of the DFA were
later compared with the results from the human analysis to examine similarities
between human and machine ratings.
A discriminant function analysis is a common approach used in many previous
studies that have distinguished text types (e.g. Biber 1993; Crossley & McNamara,
2009). Considering that the training set contained 121 paragraphs and using a moderate
estimate of one predictor per 15 variables, we determined that 8 indices would be an
appropriate number of predictors for the discriminant analysis that would not create
problems of overfitting. Such a ratio is standard for analyses of this kind (Field, 2005).
Avoiding over-fitting a model is crucial because if too many variables are used the
model fits not just the signal of the predictors but also the unwanted noise. When a
training model is overfitted, the model is predictive of the data in the training set, but
will likely be inaccurate in predicting the data in the test set because the noise will not
be the same from data set to data set.

3. RESULTS
3.1

Human classification accuracy

The human raters correctly allocated 138 of the 162 paragraphs in the training set
(df=4, n=182) χ2= 92.976, p < .001) for an accuracy of 76%. The results for each
classification are located in Table 3.
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Table 3: Predicted paragraph type versus actual paragraph type for human raters
Predicted paragraph type by human raters
Initial

Middle

Final

15

10

7

Middle

4

104

6

Final

4

13

19

Actual paragraph type in corpus
Initial

We also report results in terms of precision and recall. Precision scores are computed
by tallying the number of hits over the number of hits + misses. Recall is the number of
correct predictions divided by the sum of the number of correct predictions and false
positives. These are important because an algorithm could predict everything to be a
member of a single group and score 100% in terms of recall. However, it could only do
so by claiming members of the other group. If this were the case, though, the algorithm
would score low in terms of precision. By reporting both values, we can better
understand the accuracy of the model. The accuracy of humans for predicting
paragraphs types is provided in Table 4. The combined accuracy for precision and
recall scores (F1) for the full set was .66.
Table 4: Precision and recall for human raters’ classifications of paragraphs (full set)
Paragraph set

Recall

Precision

F1

Initial

0.652

0.469

0.545

Middle

0.819

0.912

0.863

Final

0.594

0.528

0.559

3.2

Variable Selection

In order to select the variables for the DFA, one-way ANOVAs were conducted using
the selected Coh-Metrix measures as the dependent variables and the paragraph types
from the training set as the independent variables. We selected the variable with the
largest effect size as the representative variable for that measure. We selected more
than one variable from the MRC Database because the indices measured different
linguistic features. Descriptive statistics for the selected variables are presented in Table
5. All measures except syntactic complexity, word frequency, and causal cohesion
reported at least one index that demonstrated significant differences among paragraph
types.
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Table 5: Means (standard deviations), F values, and effe
ect sizes for para
agraph types

Numberr of words in the text
LSA giveen/new
Word hyypernymy
Content word overlap
Word familiarity content words
Positive logical connectives
ontent
Word meaningfulness co
words
magability every word
Word im

Initial

Middle

Fin
nal

F(2,118)

94.84
(4
42.25)
0.21
(0.06)
1.86
(0.36)
0.09
(0.06)
5
576.18
(9.24)
19.21
(1
11.95)
4
440.57
(3
31.24)
3
328.48
(2
20.13)

143.59
(6
64.8)
0.250
0.07)
(0
1.75
0.31)
(0
0.13
0.06)
(0
576.59
8
( 8.92)
33.76
(22
2.74)
426.77
(17
7.54)
323.43
(11
1.53)

102.13
(65.6
69)
0.21
(0.0
06)
1.56
(0.3
33)
0.15
(0.0
08)
582.11
(7.4
42)
35.45
(27.0
01)
425.89
(23.3
32)
318.56
(9.0
01)

7.262

.
0.110

5.506

0.085

4.955

0.077

4.297

0.068

4.008

0.064

3.621

0.058

3.464

0.055

3.190

0.051

Note: Stan
ndard deviationss are in parentheeses

To avoid
d the risk of co
ollinearity betw
ween variabless, we ensured that no indexx pair was
correlateed above r => .70. The poteential redundan
ncy of variable
es correlated aabove .70
renders interpretation of the resultss difficult because it is not possible to ddetermine
which vaariables contrib
bute to the mo
odel (Brace, Kemp, & Snelga
ar, 2006; Tabaachnick &
Fidell, 2001).
2
Howev
ver, none of the variables used in thiss analysis weere highly
correlateed.

3.3

P
Pairwise
Com
mparisons

A series of
o pairwise comparisons wass conducted to
o examine the differences repported in
Table 6: Summary of paiirwise compariso
ons among para
agraph types
Initial p
paragraph

Middle
M
paragrap
ph

Final parragraph

Number of words

--

+

-

LSA giveen/new

-

+

-

Word hyypernymy

+

+

-

Content word overlap

-

+

+

miliarity
Word fam

-

-

+

Connectives

-

+

+

Word meeaningfulness

+

-

-

Word im
magability

+

ND

-

Note: ND
D signifies no diffferences; + indiccates that there is significantly more;
m
--- indicatess that there
is significcantly less resp
pective to the other paragrap
ph types; -- ind
dicates that thee index is
significanttly lower than -.
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Table 4 between initial, middle, and final paragraphs for each selected Coh-Metrix
index. The findings from the pairwise comparisons are summarized in Table 6, and
described below.
Number of words in the paragraph. Middle paragraphs were longer than both initial (p
< .01) and final (p < .01) paragraphs. Initial paragraphs were also significantly shorter
than final paragraphs (p < .01).
LSA Given/New Information. Middle paragraphs contained more given information
than initial paragraphs (p < .01) and final paragraphs (p < .01). No significant
differences were found between initial and final paragraphs.
Word Hypernymy. Final paragraphs were less specific than initial paragraphs (p < .01)
and middle paragraphs (p < .01). The latter two demonstrated no significant differences
in hypernymy values.
Content Word Overlap. Initial paragraphs contained less content word overlap than
both middle and final paragraphs (p < .01). No significant differences were found in
content word overlap between middle and final paragraphs.
Word Familiarity. Final paragraphs contained significantly more familiar words than
initial and middle paragraphs (p < .05). No differences were found between initial and
middle paragraphs.
Connectives. Initial paragraphs contained significantly fewer positive logical
connectives (e.g. and, also, then, in sum, next) than middle and final paragraphs (p <
.01). No significant differences were found for positive logical connectives between
middle and final paragraphs.
Word Meaningfulness. Initial paragraphs contained significantly more meaningful
words than middle and final paragraphs (p < .01). No differences in word
meaningfulness scores were found between middle and final paragraphs.
Word Imagability. Initial paragraphs contained significantly more imagable words than
final paragraphs (p < .01), but not middle paragraphs. No differences were found
between middle and final paragraphs.

3.4

Accuracy of Model

We conducted a discriminant function analysis (DFA) to test the accuracy of these
indices in distinguishing paragraph types. A DFA predicts group membership (in this
case paragraph type) using a series of independent variables (in this case the selected
Coh-Metrix variables). The training set is used to generate a discriminant function,
which acts as the algorithm that predicts group membership. This discriminant function
is later used to predict group membership of the essays in the test set. We describe the
DFA findings by reporting an estimation of the accuracy of the analysis. This estimation
is made by plotting the correspondence between the actual paragraph types in the test
and training sets and the predictions made by the discriminant analysis (see Table 7).
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Table 7:

Predicted paragraph type versus actual paragraph type results from both training set
and test set

Actual paragraph type in corpus
Training set

Predicted paragraph type by DFA
Initial

Middle

Final

Initial

10

4

5

Middle

21

39

18

6

4

14

Initial

Middle

Final

11

0

2

Middle

5

26

5

Final

2

3

7

Final

Test set
Initial

The results show that the discriminant analysis, using the eight variables, correctly
allocated 63 of the 121 essays in the training set (df=4, n=121) χ2= 18.290, p < .001).
For the test set, the discriminant analysis correctly allocated 44 of the 61 essays (df=4,
n=61) χ2= 37.526, p < .001). For the test set, the model provides 72% accuracy. The
accuracy for the entire data set is 59%. The estimate of success based on chance alone
for this data set is 33%. The accuracy of the model for predicting paragraph types can
be found in Table 8. The combined accuracy of the model for both precision and recall
(F1) in the training set was .56. The accuracy for the test set was .65.
Table 8: Precision and recall finding (training and test set)
Training set: Paragraph set

Recall

Precision

F1

Initial

0.568

0.526

0.546

Middle

0.830

0.503

0.626

Final

0.486

0.500

0.493

Test set: Paragraph set

Recall

Precision

F1

Initial

0.579

0.846

0.687

Middle

0.839

0.722

0.776

Final

0.412

0.583

0.483
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3.5

Human classification judgments compared to machine classification

To test similarities between human classification judgments and those made by the
model, we compared the human categorizations to the classification yielded by the
discriminant function analysis model. Human classification judgments and the
classifications made by the model were significantly similar (df=4, n=182) χ2= 31.523,
p < .001) and were in agreement 54% of the time. The reported Kappa for the
agreement between humans and the model was .253 demonstrating a fair agreement.
The cross-tabulation between human raters and the DFA model is located in Table 9.
Table 9: Agreement between predictions made by human raters and the DFA model
Predicted paragraph type by DFA
Predicted paragraph type by raters
Initial

Initial

Middle

Final

11

32

12

Middle

5

70

2

Final

7

26

17

4. POST HOC ANALYSES
The following analysis explores what factors outside of the linguistic features of the
paragraphs explain the classification statistics reported for both the DFA model and the
human raters. We hypothesized that paragraph length and writing quality might affect
the classification results. Our hypothesis was premised on the notion that longer
paragraphs would provide both machines and humans with more linguistic features
from which to make accurate judgments and that paragraphs judged to be of higher
quality by human raters would be easier to classify because they would adhere to the
rhetorical expectations of the paragraph type.
We first asked human raters to evaluate the characteristics of introductory
paragraphs, body paragraphs, and conclusions paragraphs using a survey instrument.
The survey instrument used in this analysis was designed to parallel the survey
instrument used initially by Breetvelt, van den Bergh, and Rijlaarsdam (1996) and later
adapted with a focus on structure and argumentation by Sanders and Schilperoord
(2006). Three experts in language processing with Ph.D.s in either linguistics or
cognitive psychology developed the instrument. It was then subjected to usability tests
by expert raters with at least three years experience in essay scoring. The instrument
prompted raters to provide analytic judgments on the quality of specific writing features
related to introductory, body, and conclusion paragraphs using a 1 to 6 Likert interval
scale. Raters evaluated introductory paragraphs based on an essay’s strength of
introduction and the strength of the thesis. The instrument asked raters to evaluate the
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quality of body paragraphs based on strength of the topic sentences and evidential
sentences. Lastly, the survey prompted raters to evaluate the quality of concluding
paragraphs based on the strength of the conclusion type, how well the conclusion
summarized the main ideas of the essay, and the strength of the closing of the essay.
Two expert raters with at least three year’s experience teaching composition classes
at a large university were selected to score the 182 paragraphs. Each feature of the
paragraph was scored from a 1 (lowest) to a 6 (highest). The raters were informed that
the distance between each score was equal. Accordingly, a score of 5 was as far above
a score of 4 as a score of 2 was above a score of 1. The raters were first trained to use
the survey instrument with 20 paragraphs. A Pearson correlation for each evaluation
was conducted between all possible pairs of raters’ responses. If the correlations
between all raters did not exceed r = .70 on the items, the ratings were reexamined
until scores reached the r = .70 threshold. After the raters had reached an inter-rater
reliability of at least r = .70, each rater then evaluated the 182 paragraph that
comprised the corpus used in this study.

4.1

Human quality scores and paragraph classification

T-tests were conducted to examine if the human quality scores of the paragraphs
correctly classified by the DFA model as compared to the human quality scores of those
classified incorrectly. The paragraphs that were misclassified by the DFA had a mean
human quality score of 4.0178 (SD = 0.847) and the paragraphs that were correctly
classified by the DFA had a mean human quality score of 4.289 (SD = 0.735). This
difference was significant, t(180) = -2.300, p < .05. For the human classification results,
the paragraphs that were misclassified had a mean score of 3.965 (SD = 0.879) and the
paragraphs that were correctly classified had a mean score of 4.226 (SD = 0.765). This
difference was not significant, t(180) = -1.736, p = .144. We also analyzed the
percentage of paragraphs that were correctly classified that received a score of 3.5 and
lower or 4.5 and higher to assess if paragraphs scored higher by the human quality
raters were classified to a greater accuracy by both the DFA model and the human
classification raters than those paragraphs that were scored lower by the human quality
raters. The DFA model correctly classified 63% of the paragraphs that were scored 4.5
or higher and 43% of the paragraphs that were scored as a 3.5 or lower. The human
classification raters correctly classified 100% of the essays that were scored a 4.5 or
higher and 81% of these essays scored 3.5 or lower. These findings support the notion
that the quality of the paragraphs affects the classification results with higher quality
paragraphs having higher classification accuracy.

4.2

Paragraph length and paragraph classification

T-tests were conducted to examine if the length of the paragraphs was related to
classification accuracy for both the DFA model and human results. For the DFA model,
the paragraphs that were misclassified had an average length of 107.080 (SD = 46.309)
and the paragraphs that were correctly classified had an average length of 137.672 (SD
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= 70.126). This difference was significant, t(180) = -3.413, p < .001 and demonstrates
that longer paragraphs were classified to a greater accuracy than shorter paragraphs.
For the human results, the paragraphs that were misclassified had an average length of
111.352 (SD = 63.301) and the paragraphs that were correctly classified had an
average length of 128.932 (SD = 62.987). This difference approached significance,
t(180) = -1.467, p = .084. We also examined the classification averages for those
paragraphs that were above and below 110 words to test classification accuracy for
longer and shorter paragraphs. The DFA model classified 72% of the paragraphs above
110 words and 46% of the paragraphs that were under 110 words. The human raters
classified 88% of the paragraphs that were above 110 words and 74% of the
paragraphs correctly that were under 110 words. These findings support the notion that
the number of words in a paragraph affects the classification results with longer
paragraphs having better classification results.

5. DISCUSSION
Our analysis has demonstrated that the paragraphs in our corpus can be distinguished
from one another based on positioning (initial, middle, and final) using the linguistic
indices reported by Coh-Metrix. These positions are proxies for rhetorical paragraph
types (i.e. introduction, body, and conclusion paragraphs) and we therefore contend
that paragraph types contain specific linguistic features that allow them to be
distinguished from one another (at least for the genre and population that we focus on
in this study). Thus, we argue that top-level rhetorical patterns in argumentative essays
(i.e., paragraphs) can be distinguished from one another and that these patterns hold
across a variety of prompts. Such a finding counters notions presented by Christensen
(1965) and Haswell (1986) that paragraph types would vary widely based on prompts.
Instead, we see that paragraph types within a specific genre, in this case argumentative
essays, are classifiable. The performance of our model on our test set is well above
chance and reports an accuracy of classification that is similar to human judgments of
paragraph type (66% accuracy for human versus 65% accuracy for our model). The
model reported increased accuracy when we examined longer paragraphs that
provided more linguistic coverage and when we examined paragraphs judged by
human raters to be of higher quality.
The results support the notion that paragraphs are recognizable units of linguistic
structure and that the structure of different paragraph types are definable much like
sentence types are definable (e.g., topic sentences; McCarthy et al., 2008). We, thus,
argue against Stern’s (1976) position that the paragraph is not a logical unit. However,
we recognize that our notion of a paragraph as a logical unit may differ in description
to that discussed by Stern. Stern argued that because paragraphs do not necessarily
begin with topic sentences and do not handle distinct topics, they are not independent,
self-contained wholes, but part of the discourse of the essay and, therefore, flexible,
rhetorical instruments. While our study does not contradict the notion that paragraphs
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are heterogeneous, the notion that paragraphs are integral to the rhetorical functions of
compositions appears to compel writers to produce identifiable paragraphs that contain
certain rhetorical attributes. In what follows, we describe in detail the linguistic
differences between paragraphs types found in our analysis and how these differences
3
produce unique structures that relate to the rhetorical purpose of the paragraph. Table
7 contains an overview of these differences.

5.1

Initial/Introductory Paragraphs

The results of our analysis suggest that introductory paragraphs, as compared to body
and concluding paragraphs, are characterized by shorter length, lower content word
overlap, the use of fewer positive, logical connectors (e.g., and, also, then), and words
that are more specific, more meaningful, and more imagable. In comparison to
concluding paragraphs, the words in introduction are also less familiar. Lastly, in
comparison to body paragraphs, introductory paragraphs contain less given
information. This combination of linguistic features produces a rhetorical structure that
is syntactically less embedded than other paragraphs allowing for the production of a
clear, direct main idea. Because the introduction paragraph is concerned with stating a
main idea and providing supporting arguments in a general sense, the paragraph does
not depend on the overlap of content words to produce a cohesive structure. The
generality of the introduction paragraph also helps to explain it shortness. From a
lexical perspective, the introductory paragraph provides more specific words related to
the supporting arguments. These words prime more lexical associations (i.e., word
meaningfulness values) likely to induce a variety of ideas in the reader. The general
nature of the paragraph likely produces words that are less familiar while the need to
write clear supporting arguments likely produces more imagable words. Characteristics
such as these can be seen in the following introductory paragraph taken from our
corpus:
I believe that there is still imagination and dreaming in this modern world dominated by
science, technology, and industrialization. Just look at the movies, books, television
shows, buildings, and new inventions made today. They all have some imagination and
dreaming.

This introductory paragraph is short, contains few logical, positive connectives (and
thus little embedding of ideas), expresses a main idea and supports that main idea with
specific, meaningful, and imagable supporting arguments that are not elaborated on
and thus do not overlap with other words in the paragraph. It fits the description of
introductory paragraphs as developed by Grady (1971) in that it starts with a main idea,
provides supporting arguments that are immediately related, but not interrelated.

5.2

Middle/Body Paragraphs

Our analysis depicts body paragraphs as containing more words when compared to
introductory and conclusion paragraphs. Body paragraphs also contain more given
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information and contain words that are less imagable when compared to introductions,
but more imagable than conclusions. When contrasted with conclusion paragraphs
only, the words in a body paragraph are less familiar. These characteristics relate to the
rhetorical purposes of paragraphs as developed by Grady (1971). For instance, more
words and a greater amount of given information likely support the notion that body
paragraphs contain tighter groupings of ideas (more given information) that expand on
the supporting arguments found in the introduction (more words). Unlike an
introduction paragraph, though, a body paragraph expands on ideas and likely does not
need to rely on highly imagable words. The following paragraph taken from our corpus
illustrates these characteristics:
During the adolescence stage is when a person figures out who he is and what his plans are
for the future. This period is very critical. Many people start dreaming of what they want to
become and what type of life they want to pursue. For females, not often as many males, this
is when they start dreaming of the career, spouse, and family. In my early adolescence, I
dreamed of having a husband with a great career, two children, a pet, and a lot of money. As
I have gotten older, it is mostly whom I fall in love with and who will treat me well. That is
not saying that I do not dream about whom I am going to share my dreams with and be
together for the rest of my life. I still have an ideal husband and family thought of in my head.
However, the imagination is not as widely spread during adolescence as childhood.

This body paragraph is longer than the average introduction and concluding paragraphs
in our corpus. Much of the information in the paragraph is given information (i.e.,
recoverable from preceding discourse) such as family, husband, children, love,
childhood and there is more overlap of content words when compared with the
introductory paragraph (e.g., adolescence, dream, life) creating a more coherent
structure. The words are not highly imagable when compared with those in the
introduction paragraph (i.e., period, person, critical, life, dream). Thus, the paragraph
appears to function as a means of elaborating on a specific point using a coherent
collection of related words (Grady, 1971).

5.3

Final/Concluding Paragraphs

Our findings illustrate concluding paragraphs as containing fewer words and less given
information than body paragraphs. Concluding paragraphs contain more content word
overlap, more positive logical connectives and less meaningful words that are less
imagable when compared to introductions. Concluding paragraphs also contain words
that are less specific and more familiar than introductory and body paragraphs. This
linguistic description of concluding paragraphs fits well with the paragraph’s rhetorical
purpose: to summarize the information in the essay without presenting new information
(Grady, 1971). The process of summarization likely produces shorter paragraphs
containing more connectives. The words used in this summarization will be less
specific in nature, but more familiar. These characteristics are illustrated in the
following paragraph taken from our corpus.
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In conclusion, I think it is fair to say that there are some men in this world that are treated
more equal than others. Whether it is based on one’s status or material possessions, equality
should have nothing to do with that. It should not be that way because all men are created
equal and deserve as fair of a chance as anyone else. Maybe one day people in this world
realize that, but we, unfortunately, have quite a long way to go.

This concluding paragraph acts as a summarization of a main idea and supporting
arguments. The paragraph is shorter than the body paragraphs in our corpus but longer
than the introductions. The words in this conclusion are also less specific and less
imagable, but familiar (i.e., men, world, status, possessions) affording greater
summarization. They also permit for fewer associations with other words (i.e., equal,
status, chance) thus better closing the essays by invoking fewer ideas. While this
example does not contain many positive, logical connectives, it does contain many
connectives and sentence modifiers that embed ideas within the summary such as in
conclusion, because, and but.
In general, our results demonstrate that significant differences in the linguistic
features reported by Coh-Metrix exist among paragraph types in the argumentative
essays found in our corpus. More importantly, as the quality and length of the
paragraph increases, the linguistic differences among paragraph types appears to
become more acute. This finding lends support to the notion that higher quality
paragraphs types are more easily distinguishable from one another. Thus, we have
increased confidence that our findings may extend to more advanced writers.
Although we have demonstrated that linguistic differences permit paragraph
classification using statistical modeling, we note that not all paragraphs are equally
classifiable. The findings of this study demonstrate that introductory and body
paragraphs demonstrate higher rates of classification accuracy than concluding
paragraphs. This finding is likely related to the summarization purpose of concluding
paragraphs. Human raters were more likely to misclassify conclusions as introductory
paragraphs, perhaps reflecting the commonality of restating the thesis and the
supporting arguments in concluding paragraphs. Our statistical model was more likely
to misclassify concluding paragraphs as body paragraphs, perhaps reflecting the
linguistic similarities between the two paragraph types (incidence of connectives, word
meaningfulness, and word imagability).
From a pedagogical perspective, our findings also illuminate patterns of discourse
that may prove beneficial in the classroom, especially for less experienced writers who
may benefit from a set form that allows them to scaffold into more rhetorically situated
writing. Our study provides supporting evidence for the division of paragraph types
based on individual linguistic features. These features could be developed into teaching
heuristics that would permit students to better understand the rhetorical roles of
paragraph types through the linguistic features contained within those paragraphs. In
detecting linguistic relations that help bind paragraph types together, we are also able
to provide a more complete description of writing. This description could be relayed to
student writers to help them better organize essays and more fully understand the links
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between linguistic features and paragraph types. Such organizational schemes serve the
developmental needs of writers (Haswell, 1986) who benefit from a deeper
understanding of paragraph types, their content, and their purpose. Lastly, automatic
detection of paragraph types could inform feedback mechanisms in intelligent tutoring
systems. The ability to computationally predict the type of paragraph produced by
writers would prove beneficial in automatically assessing essays for expected structural
and linguistic patterns and using this assessment to provide real-time feedback.

6. CONCLUSION
We argue, in a similar manner as D’Angelo (1974), that studies of form and structure in
composition benefit from examinations of texts that are not impressionistic, but
quantitative, revealing relations within texts that afford a more complete description of
writing. Knowing that an essay has a beginning, a middle, and end is important, but
understanding how these sections differ affords us the opportunity to not only
understand the rhetorical outline of argumentative essays, but provides examples of
paragraph differences for use in student instruction. Researchers, teachers, and students
will thus have a better understanding of how discourse functions in extended units of
text and how these units influence essay organization. Because our examination of
paragraph types permits specific distinctions and supports these distinctions through
statistical analysis, we can say with increased certainty that these distinctions are
tangible and, as a result, practical.
We see this study as a step forward in further clarifying the structure and function of
paragraph types in argumentative essays. We note that while our findings were
significant, we were only able to classify 72% of the paragraph types in the test set.
Even though the accuracy of our model was on a par with human judgments of
paragraph types, it was, of course, imperfect. Much of the missing accuracy is likely
explained by our use of student writers who may not attend to expected rhetorical
patterns or may not produce paragraphs of high enough quality to classify with a high
degree of accuracy. We also leave open the possibility that linguistic features not
considered in this study could also increase our classification accuracy and potentially
identify other characteristics of paragraphs not revealed in this study. Thus, as
computational tools develop and expand, replication studies of this approach are
warranted to examine linguistic features other than those reported by Coh-Metrix. We
also accept the notion that not all paragraph types may be classifiable based on
linguistic features. Much like studies examining topic sentences (cf. Popken, 1987,
1988), it is likely that not all paragraphs conform to specific patterns that permit
classification. Lastly, the study only investigated paragraph types in argumentative
essays as produced by American students in a university located in the United States.
We have no evidence that the paragraph distinctions developed in this study are not
culturally or rhetorically specific and thus give no assurance that the distinctions are
generalizable outside of the sampled population.
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Notes
1. Our working definition of a paragraph for this study is strongly influenced by studies conducted
in the United States. Thus, we do not claim that the notion of a paragraph that we examine in
this paper is universal in nature, but rather specific to U.S. writing communities.
2. Grady used the term sequences rather than paragraphs.
3. Our analysis used linguistic indices computed by one tool only (Coh-Metrix). Future analyses
using different indices may reveal other linguistic features that also discriminate paragraph
types.
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